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One day Boltbot was out in the garage fixing his saw foot. His friend Kai stuck his head in the door and said “I am looking for my cat, have you seen him?”

“No Kai, I haven’t seen Chill anywhere.” Boltbot said.

Kai said “Speaking of chill, do you want to go hang out and play video games?”
Suddenly, there was a big BOOM! The garage shook and all the tools and Boltbot went flying up into the air, swirling round and round. Kai watched in fear as his friend was being sucked up by a giant magnet!
Boltbot was STUCK!!! The magnet slowly moved into the spaceship as it went higher and higher into space.
When he got inside the ship, the doors closed and the magnet dropped everything it had picked up. Boltbot heard a sound coming from the toolbox. He opened it up, grabbed Chill, and said "let's get out of here!"
Boltbot ran to the nearest door and opened it. He saw a bunch of aliens hard at work melting down metal. He had heard about these Metalhoarders before, but had never seen them until now. They sneak down to Earth, steal metal, and use it to make new spaceships for their alien army.
Boltbot knew he had to act fast to stop the Metalhoarders from getting stronger. He ran to the control room where he found Boss Metalhoarder. He said “Stop right there Boss Metalhoarder, you won’t get away with this!” Boss Metalhoarder said “Just try and stop me!”
Boltbot used his best karate moves with Kai's kit-tay at his side. Boltbot fought hard and defeated Boss MetalHoarder. He took over the controls and wrecked the spaceship into the Moon. Evil scheme defeated by Boltbot!
Boltbot still had one important thing left to do. He blasted off from the Moon and got back to Kai's house. He saw Kai sitting on his porch step and he looked very sad.

Boltbot said, "I found your cat."

Kai looked up and smiled. He hugged Chill and said, "Thank you Boltbot! You saved my cat and the universe!"